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Establishing HERA Atlanta

• Alliance for Response Forum sponsored by Heritage 

Preservation

• Series of National forums intended to bring together 

first responders and members of the cultural 

heritage community

• 80 attended the Atlanta forum on Feb. 8, 2007 at 

the High Museum of Art



• MISSION STATEMENT

HERA is an affiliation of institutions and persons 

interested in preserving the cultural heritage in the 

Metro Atlanta area, and serving as a resource to 

cultural institutions around the state. The primary 

aim of HERA is to mitigate the loss of cultural 

heritage materials in the event of a disaster. 

HERA’s Mission



• By-Laws

• Drafted and adopted, Feb 2011

• Established name, purpose, and structure

• Steering Committee

• Chair, Vice-Chair, Secretary

• Committees

• Membership 

• Communications

• Education

Organizational Essentials



• Currently 112 members on listserv

• Quarterly steering committee meetings

• 2 educational programs per year

• Directory of members 

• Contact Info, areas of expertise, equipment

Impact of Area Wide Planning



Leveraging Social Media Tools

• Outreach / Social Media

• Website/blog: 69 blog followers at present

• http://heraatlanta.wordpress.com

• http://heritagepreservation.org/afr/Atlanta/index.

html

• Facebook page, www.facebook.com/ATLHERA

• We are considering an Instagram page.

http://heraatlanta.wordpress.com/
http://heritagepreservation.org/afr/Atlanta/index.html
http://www.facebook.com/ATLHERA


• Networking & information sharing

• Raise awareness and encourage institutions to 

engage in disaster planning

• Provide opportunities for education

• Interact with local and state emergency 

management

• Prepare for and respond collectively to disasters in 

the region

• Identify existing resources (materials and expertise) 

needed after a disaster

Ongoing Area-Wide Planning



• RESPONSE to March 14-15th 2008 EF 3 Tornado

Atlanta Daily World 

• Oldest continuously published African-American newspaper in the 

US, since 1928

• Building on Auburn Avenue damaged by Atlanta tornado

Testing the Program: 
1st HERA Response Experience



HERA Volunteers at Atlanta Daily 
World Recovery

• Over a period of two 
weeks, 21 HERA 
volunteers from 9 
organizations helped to 
pack out damaged 
historical and business 
records.



• HERA provided volunteer labor and several 

institutions donated supplies and materials



Lessons Learned

• Health and safety issues are 

paramount 
• Personal protective equipment 

needs (PPE)

• Liability issues - injury

• Volunteer commitment and 

coordination a challenge
• Recovery can be lengthy

• Need for supplies



 The building located at 145 Auburn Ave dates to 1912 
became uninhabitable after the 2008 storm.

 Preservation efforts succeeded and the building has 
been preserved with historical integrity. 

 The building has been readapted instead of 
demolished and houses an Arden’s Garden, Condesa
Coffee shop and two upstairs apartments.

 The Atlanta Daily World Collections were purchased 
by  Emory in 2008.

Atlanta Daily World: A Post Script



 Two HERA members; archeological conservators, traveled 
to Columbia, SC and met with point person, Meg Gaillard, 
DNR Trust Archeologist

 Recovery project included some 1,500 boxes of previously 
curated prehistoric and historic items that had been 
packed into zip lock bags then packed solidly into bankers 
boxes at flood site.

 In addition to 1,500 bankers boxes, there were 
approximately 100 cubic feet of paper and approximately 
15,000 photographs, negatives and slides.

October 2015 Flooding in South Carolina
HERA Volunteer Experiences 



October 2015 Flooding in South Carolina
Packing Out Collections from Damaged Site

Many of the bankers boxes had 
collapsed making removal difficult.

Provenance & identifying 
information had been marked with 
a Sharpie on the outside of each 
bag.

Additionally, contaminated 
floodwater had seeped into 
several of the plastic bags, even 
those bags which were double 
bagged.



 Initial triage point was DNR Fish Hatchery on the West side of 
Columbia where the water was on a separate water system and 
artifacts could be carefully rinsed and marked for identification.

Securing Safe Recovery Points for 
Initial Triage Work



 SC Point person, Meg Galliard, had attended 2 training 
sessions on archival processing and emergency 
preparedness 

 Recovery meant securing:
 obtaining a freezer truck – with no established vendor 

relationships

 clean, separate water system and washing stations; 

 Secure locations for initial triage and subsequent ongoing 
recovery work

 Coordinating and supervising 135 volunteers and hiring 
training archeological temp staff.

 A recovery management and an  effective triage system 
addressed the paper records first.  Paper records had been 
frozen for 2 weeks at the point of recovery efforts.

Organization & Training Helps!



 The 1500 boxes of artifacts once rinsed and 
sorted, were moved from the Fish Hatchery into 
the old Fine Arts building in West Columbia, a 
secured building with an HVAC system kept at 
low temp and fans to move air constantly.

Changing Logistics

 The room was divided into a clean 
and dirty area and collapsed boxes 
were sorted and placed around the 
perimeter of the room, arranged by 
site. 



 Collections were labeled and organized by site.

 Paper records were recovered 1st, then photographic 
collections, then artifacts. 

 Staging of processing areas was separated, 
completed, and processed items were separated 
from those requiring treatment.

 Paper records had been frozen, buying time and 
preventing mold outbreak.

 135 Volunteers and 6 temporary staff hired, worked 
on the collections in 3 phases.  

Staging of Recovery Process



Artifacts had to be carefully washed and 
were sorted into paper fast food trays



South Carolina Flooding 
Triage for Photographic Recovery 



 Sorted, identified and 
completed processed 
artifacts stacked in 
paper food service trays 
with identifying cards 
on trays in food service 
carts.

Staging Recovery Efforts



 Items packed in storage Ziplocs and identifying labels were wet.
 Fine layers of silt covered objects.
 Wet archival packing presented removal challenges

Flood Recovery Challenges



 Silt Removal and establishing a fresh clean water station for rinsing artifacts

Flood Recovery Challenges



 As of July 19th 2016, Meg Galliard states that the last items 
were just removed from the old Fine Arts building.

 The recovery process has taken a full 10 months and she 
hired six temporary positions just to deal with the recovery 
efforts. 

 There’s a whole workshop that could be done from this 
experience.  Archeologists, museum, archives, and library 
science professionals would benefit greatly from the 
collaboration on disaster recovery training.

 Some of the photographs for this presentation were 
contributed by Meg Gaillard and she feels a workshop 
could provide educational outreach from the experience.

South Carolina Post Script:



• Website

• http://heraatlanta.wordpress.com

• http://heritagepreservation.org/afr/Atlanta/index.html

• Database of members 

• Contact Info, Areas of expertise, Equipment

• Outreach to emergency managers

• Lyrasis Town Hall Webcast December 2013

• Google map of member locations for storm tracking

• Communications Test 2014

• Participation in HUREX Statewide Exercise May 2014

• Annual Education Program on Hurricane Sandy & Aftermath June 2014

• Memorandum of Agreement for cooperation with SHER finalized October 2014

• Co-sponsored Wet Salvage Recovery Workshop May 2015 with Society of Georgia 

Archivists. 

Current HERA Initiatives

http://heraatlanta.wordpress.com/
http://heritagepreservation.org/afr/Atlanta/index.html


Sustainability Challenges

• Dispersed nature of Atlanta  metro area

• 10-15 counties

• Choosing most effective & maintaining social media 
sites

• Sustaining member involvement

• Involving a broad variety of institutions

• Museums, libraries, archives, historic site, vendors, first 
responders

• Lack of funding



Wrap Up & Conclusions

 A community of professionals from a variety of 
cultural institutions and backgrounds are essential 
to broadening the scope of understanding and 
protecting cultural heritage in disaster recovery.

 Training and continuing relationships with the 
local, state and federal 1st responder community is 
essential to the best outcomes.

Thanks for your time and your ears!


